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y dissertation (Liu 1991)1
describes an approach to
automatically formulating
or selecting models of a target physical system for a given qualitative reasoning task. It was motivated by two
observations regarding modeling in
general and work in qualitative
physics in particular. First, all modelbased reasoning is only as good as
the model used (Davis and Hamscher
1988). Second, no single model is
adequate or appropriate for a wide
range of tasks (Weld 1989). A model
of a real-world system is but an
abstraction of some aspects of the
system. To formulate a model of a
physical system for a given task, we
inevitably take certain perspectives of
the system to capture proper scenarios by deciding what to describe and
what to ignore (Hobbs 1985). We
simply could not describe everything
about a physical system in a single
model; we would be drowned in
detail, and computation would
become intractable. The narrowness
of most expert systems can be
attributed to this situation because
they work within fixed, single
models. These systems are brittle
because they usually cannot reformulate or shift to new models when the
models supplied to them become
inappropriate.
To address this problem and study
perspective taking in commonsense
reasoning, my research focused on
three dimensions of representational
choice: (1) ontological commitment,
adopting distinct language forms or
vocabularies to describe a target
system; (2) topological configuration,
focusing on a dominant subset of the
structure of the system and ignoring
the rest; and (3) structural aggregation,
abstracting structural elements into
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black boxes and leaving out irrelevant structural and behavioral details.
In this approach, a perspective
embodied in a model is defined as a
position taken in each of the possible
dimensions. Perspective taking as a
process is defined as formulating or
selecting a scenario model of a target
system that reflects a dominant configuration of the system topology, an
appropriate structural granularity,
and a distinct language form. Perspective taking is an integral part of
reasoning about real-world systems.
Different models are generally
required for different tasks. Even for a
single task, multiple models with distinct perspectives are often needed
because multiple perspectives are
often intertwined in effective, efficient reasoning about complex realworld systems. My research explored
the issues of intertask and intratask
model shift. The central thesis of my
dissertation is that by using a taskdriven, perspective-taking approach,
we can help overcome the brittleness
problem and extend the range of
automated reasoning about complex
physical systems.
Three research issues are prominent in perspective taking given a
task: (1) which perspectives to take,
(2) how to represent them, and (3)
when to shift from one perspective to
another. To address these and other
issues, I built a system called ARC
(automated reasoning about circuits)
that integrates perspective taking
with qualitative simulation to generate causal explanations for tutorial
purposes, using electronic circuits as
an example domain. ARC focuses on
standard perturbation analysis to
explain circuit behaviors and supports a simple language to define
such tasks. ARC extends previous work
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(Addanki, Cremonini, and Penberthy
1989; Weld 1989; Falkenhainer and
Forbus 1991) by performing not only
intertask model shift but also
intratask model shift. ARC is able to
answer a user’s queries about a circuit’s behavior by formulating or
selecting appropriate scenario models
and reasoning with these models. A
query specification is considered a
task definition.
Three items make up a task definition in ARC: (1) the name of a target
system, (2) the specification of input
perturbations, and (3) the specification of output desired. The name of a
target system provides access to a
description of the system topology of
the target circuit—a network of circuit components and their connections by nodes. This information is
the only circuit-specific information
provided to ARC. To specify input perturbations, ARC extends the common
single-perturbation method (de Kleer
1984) by allowing a sequence of
input signals as perturbations based
on a discrete set of time points. A
signal consists of two values: a qualitative value and its derivative. Each
signal is processed in the context created by these signals early in the
sequence and early in time. To specify output, ARC allows the user to indicate a specific system variable whose
behavior the user wants explained. A
variable is defined with respect to
two nodes in the circuit topology,
such as Vp,n. These nodes, such as (p,
n), determine an output structural
unit, encapsulating either a single
device or a set of devices.
The input perturbations influence
the actual behaviors of the circuit in
the simulation. The output specification indicates a structural unit as the
focus for explanation. The vocabulary used in specifying the input and
output variables reveals the language
forms used. For example, the user
can specify voltage, current, field
intensity, or charge flow with respect
to any two nodes in the circuit topology. For model formulation, a global
knowledge base of the subject
domain—the physics of electricity—
is also provided to ARC.
Given a task, ARC extracts crucial
pieces of information from the task
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specification and takes positions
along each of the possible dimensions about configurations, structural
granularities, and ontologies to formulate appropriate scenario models
for carrying out the task. Model shift
during reasoning reflects changing
positions along the dimensions of
representational choice.
A configuration of a circuit reflects
an active current flow path in the circuit. For any circuit with a set of possible configurations, only one
configuration is dominant, or active,
at any point in time. One crucial
property of a configuration is that
the individual devices within the
configuration, linear or nonlinear,
behave linearly over the duration of
the given qualitative state. Thus,
identifying each possible configuration of a nonlinear circuit provides a
configuration-based linearization
method for automating the analysis
of nonlinear systems.
To identify a dominant configura-
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tion, ARC searches the topology of the
circuit based on the input perturbations of a given task and the internal
qualitative state of the circuit. A clustering technique was developed (Liu
and Farley 1991) to reveal the “big
picture” of a circuit. The process
makes explicit the implicit structural
hierarchy in the circuit by clustering
parallel and serial graphs in the
system topology. Reasoning can then
traverse the hierarchy, as needed. At
any level, lower-level details are
ignored. To further facilitate searching, the clustering process gives each
cluster a “road sign,” such as “capacitive,” “resistive,” “one-way-path,” or
any combination of these. For example, a capacitive cluster acts as an
impasse for a direct-current signal
whose derivative is zero, and the
search inside this cluster can simply
be avoided.
The qualitative state associated
with a specific configuration serves as
the underlying modeling assumption

for the configuration model. Any violation of the modeling assumptions
during simulation indicates that a
new configuration must be identified.
For structural aggregation, the
output specifications in different
tasks can suggest a different structural
granularity for efficient reasoning by
grouping subsets of structural units in
the active configuration as black
boxes. Because each task indicates an
output structural unit as the focus of
explanation, this unit is typically
treated as a black box. The rest of the
circuit is then mapped to appropriate
constructs with maximum possible
granularity to suppress extraneous
detail.
The aggregation process generates
simpler, yet equivalent circuits. Each
aggregate is treated as an individual
device during reasoning. The hiding
of irrelevant structural details inside
such an aggregate ultimately leads to
suppressing the behavioral details of
the structural unit. Different tasks
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can suggest different ways of aggregation over the same circuit, indicating
distinct focuses on various structural
and behavioral details of the circuit.
For ontological choice, ARC currently uses the standard device ontology
at the macroscopic level (de Kleer
1984) and the charge-carrier ontology
at the microscopic level (Liu and
Farley 1990) to reason about electronic circuits. The input and output of a
task are specified in these vocabulary
terms. ARC creates qualitative differential equation (QDE) models in chosen
language forms and uses a set of
ontological choice rules to control
ontological shift.
For example, one rule specifies that
“if the input and the output variables
are from different ontologies, proceed
with the input ontology until causal
propagation comes to the region of
the output variable and then shift to
the output ontology to complete the
task.” Another rule specifies that “if
the input and the output variables
are of the same ontology, and the
analysis requires justification for one
of the axioms of the ontology, then
shift to a related ontology for explanation.” Ontological shift is carried
out by switching QDE models by way
of bridging relations, which associate
comparable elements from the two
related ontologies.
ARC was evaluated using examples
from related AI literature and standard textbooks (Liu 1991). Sussman
and Steele (1980) and Genesereth
(1985) used multiple levels of structural descriptions of a physical device
for efficient reasoning. Their
approaches relied on predefined or
fixed structural hierarchies, or slices.
ARC is able to generate different structural aggregates for different tasks
rather than resort to a fixed structural
hierarchy.

The graph-of-models approach by
Addanki, Cremonini, and Penberthy
(1989) and Weld (1989) is effective to
the extent that all the possible
models needed by future tasks can be
preenumerated, but the process
requires a large amount of storage
and entails a problematic trial-anderror search for a valid model. ARC
does not assume a graph of models
given as input. Instead, scenario

models are generated based on given
tasks.
The approach closest to ARC is compositional modeling, which was
described by Falkenhainer and Forbus
(1991). They used a fine-grained
modular method. The fragments of a
general domain model are attached
with explicit modeling assumptions,
each describing various aspects of the
domain. From a query that provides
constraints to identifying a set of
assumptions and associated model
fragments, the domain model can be
trimmed to one scenario model for
answering the query and minimizing
extraneous detail.
By contrast, ARC can generate not
just one scenario model for a single
task but several. In addition, the
modeling assumptions for a scenario
model are generated automatically in
the simulation process based on the
task at hand and then stored with the
model in the knowledge base for possible reuse by future tasks. At any
point in time, if these assumptions
become invalidated because of a
change in the task or the qualitative
state of the circuit, ARC formulates or
selects a new scenario model that satisfies the state. A scenario model is
guaranteed to be consistent because
only a single position is taken on
each possible dimension of representational choice.
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